Rookie Corner - 226

by Laccaria

1

Across
1 Wander on
highway which
doubles up at the
end (4)

11

7 That man gets
order to approach
(4)

13

9 Unripe cactus
extract will make
you sick (6)

17

10 Landowner
possessed by halfevil spirit is friend
of gardener (8)

20

11 Try to influence
series: spur for rewrite (10)

25

12 Object of Scotland
Yard - getting one
back (4)

27

15 Had cross argument
- it's in the frame!
(4,4)
17 Means of
improving personal
image? Shunning that is - assistance
(4-4)
19 Here you may
discuss customs
about uniform (6)
20 Sack provided back on (4)
22 Terribly icy: in a
dash for train,
bearing flowers?
(5,5)
25 Issue of firm
avoiding chronicled
mistake (8)

3

4

9

4 More angry,
missing grand
summer (5)

13 Secretive
clergyman returns
joint to army chief
(6)

2

5

6

7

8

10

12

14

15

18

21

26 Upsets the War
Office, being sent
to North Dakota in
America (6)
27 Charity swapping
sides for weapons
(4)
28 Being up at dawn is
noble? In short,
yes! (5)
29 Nothing to regret:
sent back cash (4)
Down
2 Wilfully disagree
with capturing old
city - point
accepted (2,7)
3 Problem arising
about copper in
secretion (5)

22

16

19

23

24

26

28

29

4 Volume set to zero,
interrupting relation
of story (7)

16 Memo about a set
of volumes left
unsold (9)

5 Clumsily hide
student in City (5)

18 Back also-ran
(coming in last!) at
East London
racecourse? (7)

6 Saves loads of
paperwork,
reportedly - editor
on board (7)
7 Last of ley lines
obstruct covered
vehicle: it's better
for the environment
(6,3)
8 Almost a bite for
Inspector! (5)
14 Makes possible
payment for
article? Renders
less effective (9)
15 Nothing's been left
out of first course,
so eat! (3)

19 Leave tack
embedded in skin
(3,4)
21 Heavenly fluid
concocted from
chicory with ends
removed (5)
23 Local to Queen
means, nearer
Centre (5)
24 American
entrapped by weed?
Bingo! (5)

